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ANNUAL TAPS BALL FRIDAY NIGHT
Musical Set Sponsors For Tomorrow's Dance Big Spring
Inspection
Is Received
Next Week
By Clemson
OVER NINE HUNDRED
CLASSICAL RECORDS

PARADES, DRILLS TO
FEATURE PROGRAM

Carnegie Foundation Presents College With Complete Anthology of
Classic Music

Major Frank L. McCoy To
Conduct Annual War Department Review Of
Corps

Announcement was made hert
today of the receiving of an anthology of nmsic from the Carnegie Foundation. The collection
is valued at over two thousand
five hundred dollars and contains
nine hundred records, a special
electrical phonograph, an oak
cabinet and 75 albums to contain the records, a card index
containing two hundred and fiftyone scores corresponding to the
records, and one hundred and
twenty-nine books pertaining to
classical music.
Huge Collection
The collection of records is a
complete anthology of ancient
and modern classical music play(Continued on page two)

Major Louis D. Hutson and his
staff of R. O. T. C. instructorsare rapidly completing their instruction and training of practical and theoretical classes preparatory to the annual War Department Spring Inspection which
takes place next Wednesday and
Thursday, April 29 and 30.
The main feature of the two
day examination are to be
a
dress parade at noon Wednesday
on Bowman Field, inspection of
the regiment Wednesday afternoon, and a practical problem
(Continued on page eight)

ALPHA ZETAINDUCTS
NEW MEN MONDAY
Officers Elected; Jones,
Lewis, Hendricks, Floyd
To Serve Next Session
At a recent meeting of the Alpha Zeta, national honorary scholastic agricultural fraternity, six
outstanding students of the Agricultural School were pledged
to the organization.
Informal
initiation for the pledges began
two weeks ago.
The pledges include G. R. O'Kelly, senior student in Agricultural Engineering; O. L. Gurley,
senior Agronomist, and three
sophomore agricultural students,
W. M. DuPre, J. C. IShelley, and
R. M. Murray.
Formal Initiation
The formal initiation was held
at 5:30 Monday afternoon followed by a banquet later in the
college hanquet hall. This initiation was held in celebration
of the fraternity's sixth anniversary.
Dr. E. W. Sikes was
the guest speaker, choosing as
his subject, "Scholastic Achievement".
The following officers have
been elected for next year; J. W.
Jones, Chancellor; J. R. Hendricks, Chronicler; F. H. Lewis,
Scribe; and E. H. Floyd, Scribe.

By Their Words
It seems that Episcopalians and
mosquitoes just won't thrive above
Columbia while Baptists and redbugs
won't grow in the low country.
Sherrill
An ambitious sentry put a bullet into me one time.
—Ramsey
April 1st is a day set aside to
show us how foolish we act the rest
of the year.
—Ware

B. S. JORDAN TO HEAD
6AMMAJLPHA MD
The sponsors for tomorrow night's Taps Ball were named this week by the staff of the
yearbook. They are (reading from left to right) : Top Row—Sara Suber of Newberry, Virginia Johnson of Greenville, and Mildred Stevens of Social Circle, Ga. Bottom Row;—Allene McDaniel of Pickens, Claudianna Evans of Anderson, Lucile Webl) of Anderson, and Camille Mates
of Augusta, Ga. The sponsors will be escorted to the dance by members of the senior Taps
staff.

Industrial Contest r [FTC
Begins Tomorrow

WITH HIS 1GISTHA

Thirty-Seven High Schools
Will Be Represented at
State-Wide Judging
Contest
TATE IN CHARGE
With 37 state high schools Invited, the third annual statewide Industrial Education Contest will open here tomorrow at
10 A. M. This contest is sponsored by the college, the State
Department of Education and
the S. C. High School League.
The series of contests, which
will extend through Saturday
noon, are to include events In
Textiles, taking up Carding,
Spinning, and Weaving; Woodworking Exhibits; Drawing; and
Tool-Craft.
The program, according to H.
S. Tate, Chairman of the Contest Committee, is to include various trips to points of interest
on the campus; entertainments
in the Y. M. C. A., under the
direction of Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, and general League meetings for discussions and awarding of prizes.
It has been announced that
prizes and awards for the events
will be furnished hy prominent
manufacturers and husiness concerns to the various individuals
winning first places in the contests.
Sweepstakes prizes will
also be awarded to high score
individuals and to the high
(Continued on page eight)

BALL
FAMED SWINGSTER
COMES TOMORROW
Grand Terrace Favorite To
Take Over Watery Deep
At Annual Affair
Tomorrow night military rule
will give way to the reign of
King Neptune and his Court as
Clemson's annual TAPS Ball is
inaugurated with the enchanting
rhythms of Fletcher Henderson's
orchestra. According to Roman
custom, Neptune ruled over the
festivals and dances of graceful
mermaids of our ancient legends.
Now, in our modern times, Neptune and his mermaids will once
more hold sway as hundreds of
pleasure seekers gather for an
evening of merry-making.
King of Swing
Presenting an aggregation of
masters of modern rhythm, Fletcher Henderson has proven tremendously popular with devotees
of the more exclusive dance rendezvous in the larger northern
cities. Leading the orchestra
from his seat at the hottest piano
in all Swingdom, the diminutive
"King of Swing" has for many
seasons occupied the center of
the sunburst of gaiety in Harlem
where customers are
satisfied
with no music hut the sweetest
(Continued on page seven)

Profs Are Invited
To Dances
The following announcement has been issued by President R. B. Murphy of the
Central Dance Association:
"Following the usual custom of the CDA a blanket invitation for every dance is
extended to the members of
the faculty. They are urged
to take advantage of this offer at any time they see fit.
A special invitation is extended for the Taps series and the
remaining dances of the year.
Whether invited by the organization
sponsoring
the
dance to act as chaperones or
not, campus people are always welcome."

Local English Fraternity For
Writers Names Jordan
President
At a recent meeting of Gamma
Alpha Mu, local honorary English fraternity for writers, Ben
S. Jordan of Wadley, Georgia,
was elected President of the organization for the coming session
Jordan succeeds H. S. Ashmore
i of Greenville.
The writing fraternity, organized last year, is composed of
five undergraduate members and
five members who have graduated or have left the college.
Sponsor for the writers' groupis Dr. Octavus Roy Cohen, famed
novelist and short-story writer,
and former Clemson student.
Professor John D. Lane is faculty adviser.
Undergraduate
members
of
Gamma Alpha Mu are: Ben S.
Jordan, Harry IS. Ashmore, Joe
D. Kinard, Ben T. Lanham, and
J. L. Floyd. Other members who
are no longer in college are Joe
Sherman, local publicity director,
George Chaplin, former TIGER
editor, J. D. Brown, in Extension service, E. R. Holt, now at
Annapolis, and R. K. O'Cain, who
is at Carolina.

Wilkie Welfare Workers' Probe
Reveals Few Liberty Leaguers
By Uncle Wilkie
"Just for a handful of silver they
left us
Just for a ribbon to stick in their
coat"—
Lured by promises of great rewards and the prospect of getting
something for nothing, a group of
erstwhile cadets recently deserted the
ranks of loyal democrats and unwittingly joined forces with the present administration's most bitter opponents thereby causing one of the
greatest political furors in recent
years.
Taking advantage of the cadets at
a time when people's minds are

more 01 /ess confused on political
matters, officials of the American
Liberty League carefully carried out
their well-laid plans and slowly gained a foot-hold at Clemson, a veritable cradle of democracy.
The whole thing started when a
sophomore was rewarded on one of
his frequent trips to the P. O. by
nding an imposing looking document
n his box. The letter explained the
advantages of being a Liberty Leagrer and contained a membership
lank. Among the chief inducements
to become a League member was
the promise of dozens of letters each
(Continued on page seven)
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REGENT TAU BETA PI
INITIATION ENDED AT
STARR WITH SUPPER

Distinct Honor Bestowed on Clemson
Student by Governor Olin Johnston

Chief Executive Appoints A.
Davidson To Judge Paintings For New York
Exhibit
Three Prominent Engineer!
Are Taken Into Local
OTHERS NAMED
Chapter Of Honor
Frat
Governor Olin D. Johnston of
South Carolina this week apSWEENEY SPEAKS
pointed Abraham Wolfe DavidEnding a three-week pledge son, Clemson student sculptor, TO
period, the local chapter of Tau a committee of three to select,
Beta Pi, national honorary engi- ten paintings and one piece or
neering fraternity, formally ini- sculpture toy South Carolina arttiated three outstanding juniors ists to be exhibited in the New
into the group Friday, April 10. York Municipal Art Show in
The new men are, W M. Rodgers, early May.
Whaley is Chairman
E. S. Giles, and T. M. Rickards,
Mrs.
E. Reid Whaley of Coall in the upper 25 percent of
lumbia was named chairman of
their class.
W. M. Rodgers of Greenwood, the committee and Mr. Robert S.
is majoring in electrical engi- N Whitelaw, director of South
neering, is secretary treasurer of Carolina's Federal Art Project,
the YMCA, and is a supply ser- was selected for the other membership.
geant.
All forty-eight states of the
E. S. Giles, also of Greenwood,
is taking both Mechanical and union will exhibit the work of
Electrical Engineering, and is a local artists in the huge show.
Before May 1, Davidson and his
sergeant.
T. M. Rickards, of W. Palm associates will select ten oil
Beach, Fla., is Assistant Business paintings and one piece of sculpManager of TAPS, is a supply ture, the limit placed on South
sergeant, and is majoring in me- Carolina's exhibition 'by Mayor
LaGuardia. Artists whose work
chanical engineering.
is given a place in the New York
Sweeney Speaks
After the initiation Friday show will assume all responsibilinight, the members enjoyed a ty for their work and willpay all
transportation charges.
ibanquet at the Pruitt House in
Many Honors
iStarr, S. C.
The speaker for
Appointment to the commisthe evening was Mr. F. R. Sweeney, Class of '08, who is at pres- sion Is the latest of a series or
ent City Engineer for the City of honors recently bestowed upon
Davidson.
His work has been
Anderson.
exhibited lately at two important
regional exhibitions. He recently
If 15 letters were added to the completed the plaster casting of
alphabet, the English language his life-size figure of Thomas G.
could be learned in two weeks, Clemson, founder of the college,
says Dr. F. C. Laubach, inter- and is at work at present on denational authority.
signs for plates to be placed in

LEAGUE IS FORMED
TO GETJEW ROADS
Carolinians Meet And Organize Highway League
To Get Shortcut
MUCH SAFER
A group of South Carolinians
met several weeks ago for the
purpose of forming the 1st unit of
a proposed Southern Short-Way
association. This organization,
the Anderson-Woodruff- York
Highway League, proposes that
new roads be laid out all over
the South and plans for the formation of such groups in seven
other states are under way.
New Highway
The Palmetto society proposes that a new road be laid
out to connect Woodruff with
highway 5 at Hickory Grove and
thence into Charlotte. This short
cut, it is figured, will save motorists about thirty miles between
Anderson and York and give the
citizens a safer route.
Main Purpose
It is toeing advocated that with
the construction of new snort
cuts, that Norfolk, Virginia and
Baton Rouge, Louisiana will ne
connected by one straight highway line. When finished this
new road will toe standard width
with the rights-of way for doubling the width at a later date.

Taps Prices £rs
Announced
The following prices have
been announced by the GDA
for the Taps series this weekend:
Cadets
§2.00 Friday Night
$1.00 Saturday Afternoon
¥1.50 Saturday Night
¥3.85 Block Ticket
Outsiders
¥2.75 Friday Night
$1.10 Saturday Afternoon
¥2.20 Saturday Night
¥5.0O Block Ticket
T. K. Johnstone, C. D. A.
treasurer, warns that no
transfers of tickets will be
recognized under any circumstances.

G. W. C. Students
Present Programs

Appearing on the regular Sunday afternoon vesper
program
last week was a delegation representing the Young Women's
Christian Association from the
Greenville Women's College. Two
programs were presented by the
group of young ladies, one in the
afternoon and the same program
repeated in the evening.
Other Programs
The programs delivered consisted of talks by members of the
deputation team visiting Clemson and several musical selections. Next 'Sunday afternoon
Messrs. Paul Derring and Lee
Sheppard from V. P. I. will speak
at the Sunday night services. A
group of girls from the Univerthe base of the statue. He has sity of Tennessee will
appear
done busts of many prominent here May 3 and Dr.
Carlyle
citizens of the south.
Campbell will speak on the 17th
of May. Dr. Frank Pool will be
University of Toronto students the speaker for the program May
like "slinky" girls toest.
31.

MUSIC ANTHOLOGY IS
GIVENTOCLEMSON
(Continued from page one) (
ed by the best contemporary
musicians. It includes both oriental and occidental music, and encompasses complete operas Ana
symphonies.
The electrical reproducing equipment is the most efficient
science has yet devised and is
designed for use in a small auditorium or room.
Of the latest
design, it reproduce accurately
the toning of the recorded music.
The collection of scores corresponding to the records is designed for the use of musicians
who desire to follow the music
as it is played. A file index is
furnished to contain the scores.
Wide Use
The entire equipment will toe
placed at the disposal of the students and campus people at all
times. Plans are to place the
anthology in a special room in
the library where it can be supervised but kept available at
all times.
It is probable that the music
will be used for chapel programs
and in addition plans are toeing
made for establishment of extracurricula non-credit courses in
music appreciation. The unit will
also see considerable service during the summer vocational courses offered here.
The equipment will toe installed here during the summer and
will be available next September.
To be truly and really Independent is to support ourselves
by our
own
exertions.—Jana
Porter.
Even standards of admission
to medica1 tuiools are urged toy
Dr. Ray Lynan Wilbur of Stanford.

il

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
-"IT'S TOASTED"

MOISTURE CONTROL
The most important single attribute of cigarettes, other than
the tobacco itself, is moisture content. To its influence we owe
the ability to make uniform cigarettes, to control combustion,
and to govern quality of smoke. Excessive moisture interferes,
with proper combustion, and makes cigarette smoke unpalatable. Insufficient moisture permits dry, dusty cigarette smoke
toimpinge upon the delicate mucous membraneofthesmoker.

Excess of Acidity of Other Popular Brands Over Lucky Strike Cigarettes
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LUCKIES ARE LESS ACID!
Recent chemical tests show* that other
popular brands have an excess of acidity
over Lucky Strike of from 53% to 100%r

I

• RESULTS VERIFIED BY INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL
LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH CROUPS

IT'S TOASTED"-Your throat protection-against irritation
-against cough

Copyright 1936, The American Tobacco Company
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Rehearsals Now In Progress For U.D.C. Pageant Here
FESTIVAL DIRECTORS W. R. English Named President of
Tiger Brotherhood for Next Session
ANNOUNCE EVENT TO Lewis 'lo Fill Post of Viceof Local Honor
LANSFORO APPOINTED
TAKE _PLACE MAY 5 President
Frat for '36-'37
Synopses of Two Important
HONOR FROSH
RAOOATE ASSISTANT
Scenes of Clemson-Calhoun Pageant are
Given
INTEREST

SHOWN

According to Miss Edith Russell, author of the script ^or
the John C. Calhoun-Clemson
Pageant to be presented on Riggs
Field here May 5 and 6, rehearsals of all scenes have ibeen taking place for the past three
weeks, and all actors will be
ready for dress rehearsals by
May 1.
Foremost among the historical scenes to foe presented will
be the scene depicting the laying
of the cornerstone of Clemson
College in 1891. Rev. John K.
Goode, pastor of the Clemson
Baptist Church will play the part
of Grand Chaplain Hiott who offered the prayer at the laying
of the stone. The scene will be
given a most realistic touch by
the presence of Mr. Taliferro
Simpson, of Charlotte, son of
Richard W. Simpson, Thomas G.
Clemson's attorney and executor of his will. R. W. Simpson
drew up the T. G. Clemson will,
and was chairman of the Clemson Board of Trustees.
The corner-stone scene of the
pageant will tell the story of the
marble slab on the northeast
corneT of the Clemson Administration ibuilding which bears the
following inscription: "Clemson
Agricultural College of S. C.
This stone laid the 28th day of
July 1891 by the masonic fraternity."
Another of the important scenes to be enacted at the pageant
is the scene depicting a fair
sponsored by the famous Pendleton Farmer's Society in the year
1845. This episode will picture
the agricultural foooths and exhibits as they were used in that
time, and in a special scene to
be put on by students selected
from the Glee Club, the band,
and other groups, a minstrel will
be staged.
It is believed that
the minstrel staged in 1845 at
this fair was the first one seen
in South Carolina.
Reports from Harrington-Russell, the company producing and
directing the pageant, show that
a great deal of interest is being taken in the festival by the
participants, and that the parts
in each scene should be well
learned by the date of the pageant.

CO-ED'S MEN PROVE
TO BE EGOTISTICAL

W. R. English of Columbia
was elected president of the Tiger Brotherhood for the coming
year at a meeting of the local
honor frat last Monday night.
W. K. Lewis, Jr., also of Columbia, will hold the office of
vice-president.
The secretarytreasurer is to foe elected at a
later date.
Prominent Junior
English is one of the outstanding men of the junior class, holding the military rank of Batallion Sergeant Major of the First
Batallion. He was a member of
the ring committee and is a
member of Sigma Epsilon. English is a General Science major.
Honor Freshmen
As is customary at the end of
each school year, five honor
freshmen are elected to the fraternity, one from each school of
the college. Selection is based,
on character, leadership, and
scholarship.
Several members
of the present sophomore class
are to be selected at the same
time.
Officers of the club are R. E.
Graham, president; F. V. Triable, vice-president; and W. K.
Lewis, secretary-treasurer.

CLARK U. PROFESSOR
BUILDS ROCKET SHIP

Show

Thursday: "The Voice of
Bugle Ann', with Lionel Barrymore, Eric linden, Maureen O'Sullivan.
Friday: "The Prisoner of
Shark Island", with Warner
Baxter and O. P. Heggie. Also Saturday afternoon.
Saturday Night: "The Man
Who Broke the Bank of Monte Carlo", with Ronald Colman and Joan Bennett.
Monday:
"Tough
Guy",
with Jackie Cooper, Joseph
Calleia, and Bin Tin Tin, Jr.
Tuesday: "Boulder Dam",
with Lyle Talbot.
Wednesdjay: "Follow the
Fleet", with Fred Astaire,
Ginger Rogers, Randy Scott,
and Harriet Hilliard.

Horticultural Senior Receives
Assistantship in Plant
Pathology to Wisconsin
HONOR STUDENT
Dr. G. M. Armstrong of the
Department of Botany and Bacteriology announced early this
week that M. H. Langford, member of the present senior class
and a Horticultural student, has
recently received an appointment
to an assistantship in Plant Pathology at the University of Wisconsin.
Works On Ph.D.
According to Dr. Armstrong,
Langford will take over his duties the first of June and will
begin work immediately on his
Ph.D. degree with a major m
Plant Pathology with minors In
Plant Physiology and Pomology.
Langford is a member of the
local chapter of Alpha Zeta and
is president of the local Horticulture Club. Most of the work
that he will be engaged iu this
summer will consist of expe:*mental and research work on apple diseases.
Other Grads Studying
Two members of the graduating class of 1935 are now at
Wisconsin taking graduate work.
C. N. Clayton, horticultural graduate is taking advanced work in
Plant Pathology and J. C. Burton is taking advanced work in
Bacteriology and in Agricultural
Chemistry.

Schedule

Men Excell Women
In Current Events
Petersburg Junior College
Gives World Affair Tests
To Many Students
FUNNIES FAVORED

St. Petersburg, Fla.— (ACP) —
Altho male students are markedly superior to co-eds in knowledge of the world's affairs gained through newspaper reading,
they still favor the sports section and the comic strips, to
judge from results of a test given at the Petersburg Junior College.
IRC Prexy
With a score of 60 set as
"good", those taking the test
averaged 41.5.
The president
of the International Relations
Club, in his test, named Hamilton Fish, Jr., and Robert M".
LaFollette as the diplomats who
Bucknell University will give proposed the Anglo-French plan
a course in progaganda during for settling the Italo-Ethiopian
dispute.
the summer session.

OEAN BILDERSLEEVE
DISCUSSES FEMALE
EDUCATIONAL AIMS
Barnard's Famed Dean Expresses Views For Making Life More
Interesting
Milwaukee,
Wis.—(ACP)—
"Should girls be educated?
If
so, why, and how far?"
Thus pondered Barnard's famed Dean Virginia G. Gildersleeve
in a discussion with trustees,
faculty and guests of -MilwaukeeDowner Seminary last week.
Answering her own questions
in the talk she called "Making
Life More Interesting," Miss Gildersleeve summed up her views
with the remark that she believed the primary reason for
giving a college education to women was to make life more interesting to them and to make
them more interesting to their
families.
"When there were candles to
be made, and such home occupations," she said, the moTe women in the home the betterMaiden aunts were welcome. But
maiden aunts are not so welcome
now—just sit by the fire and be
supported."
This, Miss Gildersleeve declared, indicated that women should
develop their own abilities to
work and play—whether in the
field of Egyptology, medievaT
Chinese paintings, or badminton.
Dean Gildersleeve explained
that with the ever expanding
field of government there is ample opportunity for women in civic life. Women, she said, have
more leisure time for politics
than have men.
In the field of human relations
a college education is valuable,
the speaker said, because—She
cited statistics—college educated
women, xine married, tend to stay
so. In other words, divorce among college women is much
rarer than in the case of noncollege women.

Washington, D. C.—(ACP) —
Progress in actual scientific development of a "rocket ship"
which may eventually carry a
human being to enormous heights
has been reported at the Smithsonian Institute here.
Although admitting the great
practical difficulties in the way
of even the first step, SmithJazz for the public school is
The average grades of students
sonian scientists announced that
Dr. Robert H. Goddard, of Clark at Worchester Tech, Worchester, the recommendation of Dr. HarUniversity, has developed a satis- Mass., have risen steadily for old G. Campbell, New York City
superintendent of schools.
factory motor for the rocket. It nine years.
has a com'bution chamber from
which are ejected the exploding
liquids which give propulsive
power, and it yields the terrific
horsepower of 200 per pound of
:
its own weight, with possible
:;:VN/; M:AT'
METAL PIPES.'
speeds as high as 700 miles an
hour.
YES, THAT BRASS AMD COPPER (^ BUT SOSH,^
WELL,DADDY SAYS "THE ASIATICS

OL

Down with the tall, dark and
handsome male, say University
of Kentucky girls. They'd rather be amused by "the comic
type".

JUD&r ROB&iS

PIPE CAME FROM ASIA.
DADDY HAS LOTS OF METAL
, PIPES IN HIS
r
s
{_ COLLECTION! J

T

CHUBBINS,WHO
WOULD WANT
TO SMOKE A
RED-HOT BRASS
PIPE? IT'S

ARE VERY FOND OF METAL \WORK,^
EVEN IN PIPES _ AND,.IF THEY
DON'T MIND, WHY

CRA:ZY

®HI§]l!|l|l|l|Kl[l|gl!gi!HI[a|g][gl|H]gi|sig]|§j|g|g]|g|

GUARANTEED
Watch Repairing
PAUL FEINSTEIN

Chapel Hill, N. C.—.(AGP) —
Ben Neville, enterprising stu- Bleckley Dry Cleaning Bldg.
dent at the University of North EBBEBHllBliaiHiaHiaHHlllBllllBllia
Carolina here recently set out to
discover just what college women
think of college men. He found
out, too:
S. F. McCAW. MANAGER
"College men are the most
selfish and egotistical creatures Regular Meals
on earth!" screamed the quesBanquets
tioned co-eds. "They get drunk
Parties
too much, they lack respect for
Short Orders
girls and older people, they have
no sense of responsibility for
their social obligations."

Y. M, C,L TEA RO

JUDGE, YOUR IMPOSSIBLE
HERE, YOU TRY
OFFSPRING'S BEEN SHOWING
THIS PRINCE
ALBERT, AND
ME METAL PIPES IN YOUR
COLLECTION. IT BITES MY TONGUE YOU'LL FORGET
WHAT THE WORD
JUST THINKING ABOUT
BITE'
THEM r—
MEANS

I

\

Good Things to Eat

ONE-MINUTE "QUIZ"7
FOR PIPE SMOKERS,
Q. What tobacco is "crimp cut"
and smokes cooler?
s Q. What one is the world's larg|:
est seller?
:|Q. What tobacco doesn't bite
the tongue?
Q. Name the tobacco protected in tin.
Q. How do you get the most pipe joy ?
You've guessed it — Prince Albert! There's no other
tobacco like P. A., men. Try it—at our risk. Below
is our open invitation to all pipe smokers.

© 1936. R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.

BATHING SHORTS, SLEEVELESS
WHITE
SWEATERS,
NEW-STYLE
POLO
SHIRTS,
BOW TIES, SLACKS, AND SOLID-COLORED
HANDKERCHIEFS are Some of the Newly Arrived Merchandise at

P. A. MUST PLEASE YOU - OR COST YOU NOTHING!

m
vKf

HOKE SLOAN'S MEN'S SHOP

M

M

HEADQUARTERS FOR WHITE SHOES
"Buy White—Be Right"
Junior R. O. T. C. Men use your credit
gigin«iigiiaaBa>a>a>a>aa>aa>aH«

I

50

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

1
P

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

frllNGE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

y
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INGRATES
It is always a little embarrassing for
us to have to call attention in these
columns to conditions which exist here but
which are certainly unworthy of any college community. We refer to that oft
referred to outrage, the behavior in the
local movie theatre.
The picture show at Clemson is a
very valuable institution. It presents good
pictures soon after they are released and
at very low prices. It is a profit-sharing
institution and a large portion of its audience attends gratis in recognition of their
services to the college. The management
cooperates with students and faculty in
bringing to the college particular pictures
which certain groups want to see. It is
important because it is the principle form
of amusem,ent open to every student of
the college. When a small group continues to abuse such an institution after
being repeatedly asked to refrain, it is
time for action.
It is a small group, and essentiallv
the same group, which every afternoon
•occupies the best three rows of seats in
the house and ruins two hours of otherwise good entertainment for the rest of
the audience. It would be unfair to accuse any one person, for the annoyance
:is a mass disturbance. It is caused, however, by a small clique which is composed
almost entirely of athletes ,most of whom
get into the theatre on free passes. If
they paid for it, there might be some basis for a concerted complaint when the
entertainment doesn't measure down to
their standards, but as guests of the management, the least they can do is to leave
quietly when the characters in the play
begin to use words of two syllables and
they can no longer follow the-plot. The appearance of a scene even slightly suggestive brings forth from the front
rows a barrage of obscene and unfunny
remarks. It never seems to occur to the
hecklers that only their companions appreciate their rare humor. A normal conversational tone wouldn't disturb over
half of the audience, and the slightest
whisper would carry to all their friends,
but it seems that every remark must shake
the roof. Some of the reactions are psychological and show clearly an undeveloped mind. For instance, the appearance
of a love scene on the screen immediately
causes the hecklers to audibly sneer and
loudly talk among themselves in an effort
to show that they, virile little boys that
they are, do not recognize sentiment. It
is a little hard, however, on the sissies
who comprise the remainder of the audience and who paid good money to see
the heroine kiss the hero.
The problem could be solved by having the management take a list of the
men who are the most ardent hecklers
and refrain from giving them passes. That
would stop the majority of them. And
there is no good reason why the remamer shouldn't be thrown out at the first
disturbance.

Announcement was made here this week
of the receiving of a twenty-five hundred
dollar music anthology from the Carnegie
Foundation. Containing over nine hundred records, which include complete operas and symphonies, the collection includes
the majority of the world's best music, recorded by the masters of this period. It
will be installed here in September and
will be available at all times to students
and campus people.
The securing of the Carnegie anthology
is the primary step in the drive to make
Clemson music-conscious. Placing at the
disposal of the students the music of the
masters is indeed an accomplishment and
is worthy of recognition.
The anthology was secured from the Carnegie Foundation mainly through the efforts of Prof. Clarence Asbill and Dr. E.
W. Sikes. For over a year Prof. Asbill has
been stressing the need of cultural facilities at Clemson and urging the Foundation
to allot a portion of their funds to the College. The whole-hearted cooperation of
Dr. Sikes resulted in the final securing of
the records.
It is significant that one of the men
fostering the idea is an engineering professor. It proves the thesis presented in last
week's editorial urging the installation of
an Arsist's Course here.
The technical
student does not lack interest in cultural
subjects, he lacks time to include them in
his overburdened shcedule.
Clemson should be grateful to the Carnegie Foundation for the gift of the anthology and she also owes a debt of graditude
to Prof. Asbill and Dr. Sikes for their efforts in securing it.
The fact that the air is beginning to
smell strangely of politics these days
means little in a school where the majority
of the offices are held by appointees. We
can look forward only to the class elections, and to that dull wrangle without
pleasure. Ah, for a stump speech.
The editors and business managers of
all publications at the University of Alabama are wrought up because their salaries have been cut to sixty dollars a
month with a bonus of half the money the
publication clears under their administration. It's all right boys, the N1YA will
take care of all needy students.
A meeting to establish a chapter of the
Veterans of Future Wars at the University of South Carolina wasn't even attended
by the men who called it. The press was
there though, thinking seriously of forming a Veterans of April Fool's Day association.

Talk Of The Town
STRIKE
Yesterday, if the predictions of
peace-loving Joseph P. Lash of
the ASU came true, three hundred
and fifty thousand collegiate
doves of peace winged their way
out of class-rooms in mass protest against war. This is written
before the strike and we don't
know how it came out, but we
have a feeling it was very successful. No matter how these
serious souls feel about it, this
old proponent of peace still holds
to his original contention that a
couple of 3 7 m.m. guns and a
spot of poison gas are a lot 'better insurance against war than
three hundred and fifty thousand class cuts.
One thing we have noted uuring the 'barrage of concentrated
peace propoganda which has
marked the past few months is
that the most ardent supporters
are women. The ASU people appeal to the emotions and their
writers paint a vivid picture of
the horrors of war. The thought
of loved ones being torn from
their arms seems to have been
too much for the fair ones, bless
their hearts. Never having seen
a machine-gun or heard the sing
of a bullet, they rang in many a
staccato ibark and death-dealing
whish as they urged their fellow
cannon-fodder producers out into
the open air.
Even the staid
Winthrop Johnsonian gaye support within the limits of her sadly restricted 'press.
It's all a
little beyond us.
Even though the stupidity of
urging a nation to throw away
its brass knucks and jump into
the middle of a free-for-all armed
with three principles and an ideal seems very obvious from
Where we sit, we still are very
pleased over certain aspects of
the movement.
There are college newspapers which have
taken their first definite stand
on a national problem in their
history.
It begins to look as
though, contrary to popular opinion, the college man realizes
that outside his little cloister
•there lies a pretty grim world
where the basic principle is still
dog-eat-dog.
Even though the
editors are only following sheeplike after a 'well-paid ram, they
are following him away from
the problems of school spirit and
the establishment of a new
course in Seventeenth Century
■Sonnets. In spite of the fact
■that every time we think of the
peace strike we seem to hear
faintly the sound of old Mars
chuckling to himself as he leans
down out of Olympus and nudges his favorite children, Benito
and Adolph, we are really thankful to Mr. Lash for leading the
college editors into greener and
more hazardous pastures.

that since one of our kindly
profs investigated Keowee we
can rest easy these days knowing that B. O. Evans was only
there the other night for gas.
OSCAR SAYS

that unless the Lander authorities decide otherwise the Stab
sisters will be on hand for Taps,
or at least so Clayton nopes.
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that there was quite a dispute
between Dowling and Schnoz
Martin Sunday night but that
Dowling drew a diagram which
settled the argument nicely.
OSCAR SAYS

that Little, Baxter, and Taylor were guests last weekend in
one of Anderson's better-known
inns.
OSCAR SAYS

__that
since
Sue
evacuated
Greenville Oliver Payne has turned his stock over to 'Dusty Wiles
who doesn't seem to be quite
able to fill his shoes.
OSCAR SAYS

that there will be no stopping
Childress now that Perk has
given the stamp of her lusty approval to his Taps decorations.
OSCAR SAYS

that Frog Zimmerman, pride
of the Textile School, really
mean to arrive at Clemson
early after he chartered a taxi
to bring him here from Eureka
in short order, but there were
interferences.
.

OSCAR SAYS

that, just in case you haven'i
thought of it, the crowds who
are so closely studying the dance
list these days are searching for
late dates, yes they are.
OSCAR SAYS

—that he is sorry to learn of
Pencil Point Robinson's disappointment Saturday night but
that he feels that it was probably due to his 'more experienced
associates.
OSCAR SAYS

__that there is quite a bit of
mystery attached to it but a
great deal of excitement is still
being caused by this Sweet Sue
of Converse business.
OSCAR SAYS

—after visiting room 147 Saturday he is sure that spring is
here, complete with clinking of
ice in tall cool glasses.
OSCAR SAYS

—that C. Mac Watson seems to
be doing all right at Winthrop,
thanks to the absence of one of
his home town boys who is
studying medicine at Tulane this
year. (See dance list for particulars.)

You can quit worrying about your descendants keeping warm, A prof at the
University of Michigan has found out that
there is enough natural gas in the outer
OSCAR SAYS
TALK OF THE TOWN
planets to supply the earth for 21,000,000,- SULKS
—that he is taking this misplac000 years. He is trying now to think up
The Gamecock was in a dither ed opportunity to toss an orchid
a way to pipe it down.
last edition over the banning of to Holtzy for last week's free-

Collegiate Press
By B. N. Skardon
The much-quoted saying, "in the spring a young
man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love received quite a bit of support when four co-eds at Los
Angeles Junior College announced their betrothals at
dinner parties.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

Among the outstanding dance orchestras playing
in southern dance circles, we find Art Kassel and Blue
Steele furnishing the rhythm at Louisiana State University; Ray Noble playing for Carolina's June Week;
Anson Weeks for the Pan-Hellenic Series at Sewanee;
and Tommy Tucker reigning over The Citadel's Senior Hop.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

Professors at the University of North Carolina can
breath more easily now. For a moment it looked as
if students would go on record asking that professors
all take comprehensive examinations in the subject they
teach. But they didn't vote that way. However, they
did vote their "desire that all professors take compulsory courses in public speaking.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

Freshmen at the University of Holland are required to have their heads shaved to a high polish, and
are not permitted to use the doors in entering campus
buildings during their entire first year.
-COLLEGIATE PRESS-

A professor at the University of Washington, when
asked why he was loafing outside during class period,
replied that he was giving a final examination. When
asked whether or not he was afraid that students might
crib, he answered that he had fooled them and turned
in the grades the day before.

the Yellow Sheet toy the Carolina authorities. The editor devoted his lead editorial to a bit
of sulking, columnist Tribble
pouted very prettily on the front
page, and the entire paper was
sprinkled with references to the
restriction.
After reading the
Empty Bottle,1 we fail to understand how the editors can possibly say anything against the
banning.
There were spots in
it that were really funny, and
also filthy enough to satisfy any
April Pool audience, no matter
how lecherous. But there were
other stories which were obscene
without the saving 'grace of humor.
Filth for filth's sake is
always objectional; if the dirt is
incidental to the humor it is not
only permissible, it is desirable,
because it makes it funnier. In
our own April Fool edition we
left out a great deal of material
because we lacked sufficient artistry to make it subtle. There
is no excuse ever for crudity; it
is objectional and it detracts
from the force of the satire.
April Fool issues were founded
in great good humor and they
render a real service in focusing
public attention on outstanding
evils.
When they contain filth
and specialize in vicious personal
attacks they defeat their own
purpose.
Good nature is the

show and to beg for more like
it.
-OSCAR SAYS-

—that Charlie Farmer wants you
to know that that package he
brought back from Florida was
not for personal use, but Oscar
has his doubts.
OSCAR SAYS

__that our sister institution has
at last been given the high praise
she deserves by Poet Laureate
Shands and that the best he can
do is to hope that you never
have to read it.
OSCAR SAYS

—that T. J. Johnson had better
keep an eye peeled to windward
tomorrow night, seeing the date
he's got for the ball and seeing
that Farrar Griggs is intending
to grace the same hop.
(Continued on page five)
prime essential and the Empty
Bottle lacked that.
Lest we be misunderstood, this
is no criticism of the editors of
the Gamecock.
Our reaction
would doubtless have been the
same as theirs under similar circumstances. It is not an attempt
to start, one of those peurile controversies which periodically bore
state collegiate newspaper readers to tears. It is simip,y an ex_
cuse for a bit of moralizing
which, somehow, we feel better
for having gotten off our chest
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PITT CO-ED ENGINEER
POLICE WORK TO BE
TAKES MED COURSE
STUDIED AT ITHICA
Pittsburgh, Pa.—(ACP)—Not
content with the distinction of
being the only woman engineering student in the University of
Pittsburgh's school of engineering, which numhers 601 students,
Miss Lois Joyce plans to take an
M-U. degree and combine medi■cine and engineering.
"I want to carry the practical
training of engineering into
medicine," Miss Joyce says. She
reels that because doctors today
nse many kinds of electrical apparatus, knowledge of electrical
engineering will be useful.

Wichita, Kan.— (ACP.)— Already a pioneer in police courses,
the University of Wichita has
announced a second class in "The
Science of Police Work".
The
course is offered by the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
The Wichita courses are planned to give a thorough knowledge, both general and technical,
of all phases of police practice.
Similar
courses are being
taught at the Universities of
Minnesota, (Southern California,
Ohio State, and Michigan State.

—o

Judge Keller Sells—FLORSHEIM SHOES,
FREEMAN
VICTOR
FIVE
SHOES

SHOES,

WHITE DUCKS

$1.00

SANFORIZED DUCKS

$i.40

lies,

Sox,

Underwear,

Pennants,

"JUDGE" KELLER

Oscar Says
(Continued from page three)

FIVE

College Workers
CHEATING BACKET AT
Careers CALIFORNIA IS ENDED

OSCAR SAYS

-that he wonders why Stoolie
Campbell was seen toddling down
band hall with a bucket early
Saturday morning.
OSCAR SAYS

—that he wonders what kept
some of the boys occupied before Monopoly came into being—
thumb-twiddling, no doubt.
OSCAR SAYS

—that he's told you before and
he's telling you again, that one
of our most popular faculty
members is feeling the same way.
OSCAR SAYS

__that he has definite information that you can get primed for
a couple of announcements at
finals when two of our athletes
pull a McSwain on us.
The number of college men
applying for free Navy air training has decreased sharply since
last year.

Belts
More than 100 rare specimens
from South and Central America have been added to Cornell
Universny s famed orchid col
lection.

Dean of Columbia Unive"«:''y
Finds that Student Workers Often Fail
NON-PRODUCTIVE
New York City—(AlCP)—Definite affirmations that the student working his way through
colleges and universities is likely to wreck his career "by the
very plan through which he hoped to achieve success," have
been made here by Nicholas D.
McKnight, associate dean of Columbia College.
Tbe dean believes that selfhelp by students is thoroughly
non-productive from the educational standpoint.
"It may be that part of the
answer is to be found in the
growing belief that a considerable number of boys and girls
now going to college would be
better off doing something else,"
he said in answering his own
question concerning the fate of
the problem.

Thirteen Men and Five Women are Given Curtailed
Privileges for Mass
Skinning
Berkely, Cal.— (ACP)— Thirteen men, including three varsity football players and three
members of the freshman basketball team were found guilty
of cheating in an economics examination last week as the University of California student affairs committee closed the books
on one of the largest cases of
mass cheating in the school's
history.
In addition to the men, five
women were found guilty.
Most of the offenders were given warnings and curtailed privileges, only one of the athletes
being barred from future competition. One sophomore was suspended from the university, when
following disclosure of the mass
cheating, he wrote to an instructor, declaring that he had never
cheated in an examination. Although he had been unsuspected
previously, investigation disclosed his participation.

CoDyriiht. 1936. R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.. Winaton-Satem. N. C.

FOB DIGESTION'S SAKE _ SMOKE CAMELS
Smoking Camels a Pleasant Way
to Encourage and Aid Digestion
Hurry, worry, and strain tend to
interfere with normal processes of
digestion — actually slow up the
flow of the digestive fluids.
It is a scientific fact that smoking
Camels helps to keep digestion on
its proper course, through restoring and increasing the flow of the
fluids necessary to good digestion. Dine well! Smoke a Camel!

You sense a comforting "lift," a
feeling of well-being, as you enjoy
the delicate fragrance of your
Camel.
Camels open a new world of
pleasure, where mildness and rare
flavor reign supreme.
You can smoke Camels steadily.
They never get on your nerves or
tire your taste. Camels set you right!
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Y REPRESENTATIVES The Music Goes Clemson To Receive Additional Funds LITTLEJOHN ELECTED
For Clocks and Barracks Additions
ROTARIANPRESIDENT
Round
TO ATTEND RETREAT
Extra Rooms to Be Allotted
TEXAS WARRIORS ARE
College Business Manager to
Recordings
New Buildings; Rifle
AGAINST
ANOTHER
WAR
AT COLOMBIA GAMP Having always
Head Anderson Civic
had an odd sort
Range and Club Rooms
Seventeen Clemson Students
Leave Tomorrow For
Annual Cabinet Training Conference
HOLTZY TO SPEAK
P. B. Holtzendorff, General
Secretary and J. Roy Cooper,
Associate Secretary of the local
YMCA organization accompanied
hy the members of the retiring
YMCA cabinet and the newly
elected members of next year's
cabinet leave tomorrow morning
to attend the annual threeday
meeting of the State YMCA-YW
CA Cabinet Training Conference
to be held at the City YMCA
Camp near Columbia.
Large Representation
Representatives from nine of
the leading scholastic colleges
of the state will be present for
for the conclave. The colleges
•to be represented include Wlnthrop, University of South Carolina, Columbia College, G. W.
C., Converse, Citadel, Limestone,
Lander and Clemson.
The
delegates
representing
Clemson at the meeting include
the retiring and the newly elected officers and cabinet members
of the local YMCA organization.
Other than the executive secretaries there will he seventeen
Clemson students making the
trip.
Oureton Is President
Roy Cureton, retiring vicepresident of the local organization is president of the Conference. Other officers of the association are students of other
state colleges. Many outstanding
speakers will attend the convention.
Among the more outstanding
leaders appearing on the program are Messrs. Lee ISheppard
and Paul Derring of Virginia
and R. G. Bell of the University
of South Carolina. J. O. Smith,
i pastor of the First Methodist
Church of Laurens and former
Clemson pastor will lead a number of discussions at the meet
ing.
Other discusiions will he
led by General iSecretaries of the
state colleges and universities
and by student leaders attending the convention.

Profs Attend Meet
In North Florida
Ceilings, Cooper, and Paden
Recently Attend Agronomy Summer Meeting
SEE EXPERIMENTS

of fondness for the inanities of
Fat Waller, not forgetting hisrhythm, we were very happy last
week to receive from those nice
Victor people his latest contribution to Americana "Garbo Green"
coupled 'With "Moon Rose". "G
Green" was written especially for
Fats and "Moon Rose" sounds
like it was. A very successful
duo, replete with unintelligible
sounds, a hot trumpet, and a
generous helping of "Get away
from here man" 's. (Victor 25281)
Surprise of the week comes
from Ray Noble who has hraced
himself and recorded "Blazin' the
Trail", the new wide-open-spaces number which will probably
succeed "Prairie Moon".
The
thing is well done, with a very
fine set of hoofbeats running
from stem to stern, a little choral singing hy everybody in the
band, and some yodeling with a
British accent by Al Bowily.
"Moonlight In Hilo", which, as
you have probably guessed by
now, turns the spot on the guitar man, is a smooth and sentimental tune guaranteed to produce a faraway look in any eye.
It's on Victor 25282.
A piece for anybody's collection is Victor 25284, which features Tommy Dorsay in "You
Started Me Dreaming". This is
one of the rising hit tunes and
you'll never hear a hetter rendition of it. Strictly danceable,
it moves evenly up to a climax
in the last chorus when Mr.
Dorsey polisnes his spectacles
and lets fly with the smoothest
bit of slip-horn work ever to
delight these old ears.
The
reverse side of the wax is a
number called "Robins And Roses" which almost gets over into
the swing division.
It makes
for smooth dancing, however, and
is notable for the vocal by Edyth
Wright.
For some reason and without
our having anything to do with
it, we came into possession of a
Bluebird record (6344) which
presents for the -first time to us
the orchestra of one IStew Pletcher.
The band is under the
direction of Red Norvo, of whom
we have heard, and seems to be
a pretty good grade of muscial
aggregation. They play "I Don't
Want To Make History" and
"Will I Ever Know" in exactly
the right time to match those
strange body twists that we
laughingly refer to as our dancing, and for that we love them.
It is dance music ably presented,
with the exception of the vocals
which are taken by Stew himself, who evidently had to buy
an orchestra to get a chance to
sing.
—Winder-Upper

Dr. H. P. Cooper, Dr. Gilbeart
Radio
H. Collings, and Dr. W. R. PaRichard Himber and his famed
den of the Agronomy Depart- band aTe to inaugurate a new
ment attended the summer meet- series of programs over NBC
ing last week of the Agronomy beginning next Friday, May • 1.
Section of the Southern Agricul- The time is 10 EJD.S.T., but
tural Workers which was held that brings it to us an hour earin Florida. At the summer meet- lier.
Studebaker is stil lthe
ing it is the custom of the So- sponsor and Stu Allen is still the
ciety to visit all the agricultural soloist.
Experiment Stations and points
of agricultural interest in the
Luckies have 'been confining
state in which the meeting is their advertising to National
held.
The summer meeting is chains on Wednesday and Satusually held during the month urday nights, hut beginning next
of August hut this year it was Saturday, May 2, at 10 E.D.S.T.
held in April as the crops of they 'branch out to CBS and take
Florida are at their best about on Freddie Rich to interpret the
this time. This year the Society 15 hit melodies of the week.
invited also the wives of the
members to take the trip with
If you haven't read the latest
them.
Mrs. Collings made the Radio Guide the following will
trip with Dr. Collings.
certainly be of interest to you.
Fletcher Henderson is the hoy
Stations Visited
Among the places of outstand- who makes all of "Swing King"
ing interest visited were the Benny Goodman's arrangementsNorth Florida Experiment Sta- believe it or not. And it won't
Despite all the talk
tion at Quincy, the Main Station be long.
of the University of Florida at about a swing band for Taps,
Gainesville, the Celery Field Lab- we venture to say that it will he
oratory at ISanford, the Citrus the best T. B. in recent years,
Station at Lake Alfred, phos- (adv.)
phate mines near Mulberry, the
To vie with the aforementionBok Tower, a V. S. Sugar Corporation mill at Clewiston, the ed Hinvher, Columbia is placing
Everglades Experiment Station Andre Kostelanetz on their Friat Belle Glade, Palm Beach, Mi- day 10 o'clock spot to offer melami, and the Sub-Tropical Ex- odies with his 45-piece outfit,
periment Station at Homestead cnesterfieia gives him to us in-

Installed
Kingsville, Tex.—(A CP)—Ten
students were picked at random
LARGE SUMS
on the Texas College of Arts
and Industries campus here and
Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, Clemson
asked if they'd willingly take
College business manager today
part in another war.
Eight answered no, either defi- announced that a sum of $20,nitely or with slight qualifica- 000 has been set aside for vartion. Two said they would, "if ious improvements which were
I was sure it was a war to end not specified in the original P.
W. A. dormitory contract.
war."
According to Mr. H. L. Hartscead of their Saturday broad- ley, federal superintendent in
casts. Kay Thompson, melodious- charge of the PWA for the erecly mellow, and her crew of sing- tion of the new barracks, and
ers will be present, along with the new Ag Building the new
Ray Heatherton.
specifications call for ten additional room, an enlarged indoor
Tomorrow afternoon we will rifle gallery, and revisions to be
hear a OBS 'broadcast of the an- made in the basements and club
nual Penn Relays; heginning at rooms.
2:15 and coming on at intervals
Mr. Hartley also states that
until 5:30, the best races will electric clocks will he installed
be available.
NBC also gives In all the new barracks. These
short hroadcasts, one at 2 and clocks are secondary and will
another at 5. The final high- be timed to master clock to be
lights will also he given on the situated in the engineering buildether on Saturday afternoon.
ing.
It is eventually expected that
President F. D. comes hefore appropriations will be made to
■the ears of the nation again on connect all the barracks and the
Saturday night and with him various huildings on the campus
Gov. Herbert Lehman of New to this system thus facilitating
York. They will speak at 10 the task of communicating the
p.m. at the Jefferson Day dinner time of the various formations to
in New York City. Both the NBC the student body.
and CHS will feature these two
national figures.
Dr. Robert Maynard Hutchins
of the University of Chicago has
Don't forget that beginning been awarded the gold medal
Sunday, April 36 the programs of the Holland Society of New
will come to us one hour earlier York for" "distinguished service
due to the change to Eastern in the field of education."
Daylight Saving Time in nearly
all the big cities.
To make
The University of Wisconsin
things easier for us, the times
given in this column will still he has more than $20,000 in unclaimed library deposits.
Eastern Standard hereafter.
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Organization Next
Year

EARLE IS DIRECTOR
According to an announcement released early this week
J. C. Litilejohn, business manage of Clemson College, has 'been
elected to succeed J. V. Brookshire of Anderson as president
of the Anderson Rotary Club for
the ensuing year. The election
was carried out during an annual business session of the civic organization in the Calhoun
Hotel in Anderson.
Mr. Littlejohn served in the
capacity of vice-president of the
organization for the past year.
Other officers elected at the
meeting included W'. Erskine
Gallant, vice-president and Henry B. Harper, who was elected
secretary and treasurer.
Both
of these men are from Anderson.
Earle Is Director
On the Board of Directors of
the Anderson Association from
Clemson are J. C. Littlejohn, exofficio and Professor Sam B.
Earle of the School of Engineering. There are twelve members on this executive board
which is headed by J. C. Littlejohn.
Official club delegates to attend the district convention to*
be held in Charlotte on May 4-5
as representatives of the Anderson chapter were named.
Erskine Gallant and Eugene fit:rris are to attend the meeting.
Rutgers University recently
lost a supreme court appeal for
a share in a $117,590 estate.

Make Our Store Your
HEADQUARTERS
FOR
Student Supplies, Shaving Needs, Tooth Paste,
Hair Tonics, College Seal Jewelry, College Stationery, Pennants, Pillows, and Novelties.
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At our Fountain—A large milk shake for 10c.
Fresh Toasted Sandwiches, Cakes, Crackers,
Cookies.
Keep your eye on the Mirror at the
Fountain—When your name is posted come and get your FREE DRINK
Reserve Your Candy for Mother's Day Now
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SPORTS

BOB CHEVES
Sports Editor

From The Press Box
By Bob Cheves
The Tiger varsity nine has at last come into its own, as
they won three games during the past week against only one defeat.
It seemed as if the diamond lads would never get
right, hut after much experiment ing it looks as if Coach Neely
has finally found a clicking com bination.
His present line-up
which has won the last three straight is composed of five sophs
balanced by three old heads. The
infield finds a newcomer at every
post with the hitting power centered on Red Pritchett at the
initial bag. Courtney at the keystan sack, Folger at short, and
Teddy Boselli holding down the
hot corner round out the rest of
Final Discontinuance Of
the infield.
Bob Heyward, aFootball As Intercollenother soph, plays a bang up degiate Sport At Unifensive game at left field and is
versity
dangerous at the plate. On the
mound, Neely has two new hut
capable flingers in Underwood SCHEDULES CANCELLED
;and Crosby who have been winBaltimore, Md.—ACP)—Defining games lately.
This revised edition of the nite and final discontinuance of
Bengal nine should go places, as football as an intercollegiate
they have plenty of fire along sport has been announced by
with the necessary experience University of Baltimore authorthat will he furnished by the ities in what some observers bevets.
We do not expect these lieve to be a significant straw in
hoys to be world heaters, but we the wind, indicative perhaps of
do think they will give a credit- ultimate abandonment of the
able showing against all Palmet- sport by all colleges.
"Money usually spent on the
to league opponents.
football squad", said Vice-President Brown in explanation of the
Tough Luck
The Tiger baseball cause lost Step, "will instead be reverted to
a good member with the announ- providing a Recreation Center
cement that John Troutman was for the student body and faculty
ruled ineligible due to infrac- of the University, as well as a
tions of certain Southern confer- more extensive student intramuence and team rulings.
"Der ral activities program.
Recreation Center
Hawk" had been playing jam"The Recreation Center has
man. His latest role was as a
catcher where he served handily, been a topic of discussion for
filing in the gap left vacant by some time and the Board of
•General Lee. Up until last week, Trustees decided that it would
he was leading the club in hit- be better to provide recreational
ting with a .399 average. John facilities for the student body as
announced the other day that he a whole, instead of continuing
would continue to play with E- football for a very small minority
quinox in the Anderson County of students. From these innovaleague. Playing with this team tions, a greater number will deunder the assumed name of rive a more important educationCopeland last Saturday caused al and fraternal benefit."
All 1936 gridiron games were
him to be ruled out.
cancelled.
The University administration
Here and There
had in mind the will of a maVersatile Boh Carter continues jority of Baltimore students when
to lead the tracksters in individ- it took the step, said an editorual points with 39 tallies. Fol- ial in the Baloo, weekly paper,
ger, Tribble, and Sam McConnell Increased intramural facilities
follow in order. . . Our Rat golf and emphasis on tennis and baseteam is going places. Last Sat- ball are expected to offset the
urday they defeated a crack out- loss of football for most of the
fit from the Anderson Country student body.
Club by the score of 14 1/2 to
to 4 1/2. We believe they could fourth occasion upon which this
administer the varsity four a position has changed hands. Lee
drubbing, hut that's another started the season, then Heyward
story. . . Bones Stribling, lanky Troutman followed, and now
pivot on the cage squad, has tak- Johnny. Luck to you! . . . Failen over the managerial reins of ure to find Tom Brown's name
the baseball nine since his de- on the sports page for the first
parture from the hardwood. He time in years may be attributed
announces that he will be a can- to the fact that he has been
date for the varsity five again spending his afternoons doing the
next year . . . John Richey's tak- mound duty for one of the coming over the receiving duties for pany playground ball teams. He
the diamond team makes the has a wicked fast ball.

BALTIMORE GQLLE
ENDS FOOTBALL DAY

MAGNESIUM LIMESTONE

OTIS MORGAN
Asst. Sports Editor

CLEMSON SLDOGEBS Sports Summary LIBERTY BELL BOYS
The Tiger baseball and
teams pulled up their
CLEAN jM CITADEL track
WRECKED BY WILK
standing last week; however
Locals
ians

Down CharlestonIn Two Flashy
Games

SOPHOMORES SHINE
After losing, 9-4, to the University of Cincinnati last Thursday, the Bengal baseballers came
back strong to cop the next
three straight against Palmetto
opposition during last week's
homestand.
A seven-run scoring attack in
the second inning gave the Cinns
a lead over the Tigers which they
never threatened.
Crosby, Tiger hurler, allowed the visitors
only four hits in the last seven
innings, as the Bengals play<=u
the University team on even
terms.
The Tigers broke a six-game
losing streak last Friday when
they gave the Presbyterian Blue
Hose a 10-8 setback here. Hinson continued on his hitting
spree by collecting 3 for 5 to
capture the day's batting honors.
The Bengals chalked up two
more in the win column on Monday and Tuesday by taking both
ends of a twin bill from the
Citadel <by the counts of 7 to 1
and 6 to 1 on Riggs Field. Underwood held the Bulldogs to
four hits in the opener, while
Folger, Pritchett, and Richey
were collecting 2 for 4 to lead
the hitting parade. In the final
game, Crosby limited the visitors
to two hits over a seven inning
route, to be relieved by Heap
who set the cadets down with
only one more bingle during the
rest of the stretch. Red Pritchett led the batting with three
his in four trips to the plate.

GOLFERS LOSE TWO
INTERESTING MEETS
The Clemson golfers suffered
two reverses last week, the first
at the hands of the Wofford Tertriers at Spartanburg last Thursday by the score of 10 1/2 to
7 1/2, and the second to the
Furman golfers on the Boscobel
course Tuesday, 15 1/2 to 2
1/2.
Ned Riddle led the individual
scoring for the Tigers against
the Terriers with 3 1/4 points.
Sophomore Prause paced the
Bengals in the Furman match.
NOTICE

the golf boys did not fare so
well as they dropped both ol
their /latches to tumble from
the ...ad of the column.
Standings
Tea i
Won Lost
Track
2
1
*Golf
1
2
*BasebaU
3
6
*tie.
This Week
Friday: South Carolina at
Columbia (Baseball— Night
Game)
Saturday:
Furman here
(Track)
Monday: Wofford here
(Golf)
Tuesday: Presbyterian at
Clinton (Baseball) .Carolina
here (Golf) (Tentative)

Henderson Plays
For Taps Series
(Continued from page one) »
and hottest. In addition to his
outstanding ability as a maestro,
Henderson is noted as an arranger of swing music, his orchestration being adopted by many of
the nation's better known exponents of the "swing tune" such
as Benny
Goodman.
Lengthy
articles paying tribute to Fletcher's artistry have recently appeared in nationally known magazines such as "Esquire", "Town
and Country", and "Fortune". At
present, the noted negro orchestra is playing at the Grand Terrace in Chicago and is being featured regularly on nation-wide
broadcasts.
Decorations Feature
No effort is being spared by the
TAPS Decoration Committee to
create a decorative scheme which
will surpass in originality, realism, and appeal any decoration
project yet undertaken. The task
of transforming the fieldhouse into a realistic reproduction of Father Neptunes undersea
Court
has been a task requiring extensive labor. After weeks of work,
the plan is now complete and
dancers, upon making their entrance through
an enormous
treasure chest will find themselves in a veritable oceanic wonderland. Expertly reproduced denzins of the deep will add much
to the creation of an under-water
atmosphre.
Father Neptune's
court will be flooded with soft
rays of light projected from the
portholes of a gigantic bathysphere
ingeniously
suspended
from the ceiling.
Dominating
the scene will be a replica of
Father Neptune himself encircling the orchestra pit as the dancers make merry to the rhythm
of the waves.

In addition to $100 sent the
flood sufferers of the North and
East, the local Red Cross, the
people of the community, and
the cadets have sent $125 to the
storm sufferers of the South.
On behalf of the Red Cross, I
wish to thank all contributors for
their voluntary contributions of
C. C. N. Y. has joined other
money and clothing.
Eastern schools in raising standM. E. BRADLEY,
ards of admission.
Chairman Local Red Cross.
To set a record, 7,883 Harvard
Twenity-seven Lehigh frater- graduates contributed last year
nities have abolished Hell Week. to the Harvard fund.

I

Compliments of

(Continued from page one)
week and the privilege of wearing
the symbol of the League—a bronze
Liberty BelL . Being only human, the
noble sophomore yielded to the impulse of "send the coupon and receive your reward". True to their
word, the League authorities flooded
the boy's box with pamphlets, booklets, and leaflets galore and the miniature Liberty Bell arrived in due
time. The only requirement was
that the new member get two new
members to join.
Our erstwhile Liberty League reruiter found smooth sailing for
he first week or so. The promise
of an abundance of fan mail and the
lonchalant twirling of the gleaming
Liberty Bell on his watch chain
were magical inducements, and a
host of Liberty Bells were soon
glinting in the campus sun. E Company became the site of the recruiting office and with the aid of enhusiastic members of our esteemed
Knickerbocker Klub, our political
rusader began a lusty membership
drive to win over some of the more
taunch democrats. Rumors spread
and headlines blared the news that
Clemson had gone conservative.
Things continued merrily on their
way until some faithful stooge took
the trouble to read some of the leaflets carefully and discovered that
the parent organization expected the
college chapters to work. This news
resulted in an immediate loss of enthusiasm by most of members. Among other things that the pamphlets disclosed was that the League
boasted of sponsoring in the colleges
educational programs, debates, forums, round-table discussions, and
addresses by nationally prominent
speakers. The misled democrats began to view with alarm visions of
adets gathering to hear Jouett
>house, Knox, Landon, and other oposition leaders swaying our chapel
r.diences.
Suddenly the bubble burst. The
ropaganda became stronger and
more distasteful. Information began
to appear in nearby newspapers and
the local Leaguesters began to realize that they had been rooked int»
joining a violent anti-'New Deal organization backed by a group, of
rabid reactionaries.
Through the
efforts of Young Democrats, Wilkie
Welfare Workers, and a group of
tubborn independents, further facts
oncerning the American Liberty
League were brought to light. Immediately, resignations began pouring in so fast that League Officials
jhave probably had to hire a new
istaff of secretaries to handle the
imail.
Though the movement was well
planned, and the lure of a surplus of
mail and the charm of the Liberty
Bells was almost irresistible, the
campaign has finally been frustrated.
Repentant cadets have cut off their
supply of propaganda by turning in
their resignations and cheerfully returned to their usual mail allotment.
In addition, all the cadets except a
few die-hards who will probably
never wear anything else on their
watch chains have discarded their
dazzling Liberty Bells.
After a
terrific struggle, the furor in the
hill country which was once the
stronghold of John C. Calhoun has
died down, and Clemson has been
made safe for democracy.

TIGER SERVICE
STATION
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Speedy Reliable Service

CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY

♦♦>♦>♦>♦♦>♦><♦♦♦♦*
For FRESH TOASTED
SANDWICHES and FOUNTAIN DRINKS
Come To

(Write for Information)

American Limestone Company
GENERAL BUILDING

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA

Merry Garden
Pharmacy
IN SENECA
Open During Dance
Intermission

/

EMSON COLLEGE LIBRARY
THE TIGER, CLEMSON, S. C.
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Birds Swamped JONES CHOSEN HEAD Spring Inspection
By Tiger Team
OF LOCAL 4-H GLOB Here Next Week
Taking first places in every
event except one, the pole vault,
the Tiger tracksters literally
walked away with the South Carolina meet at Columbia last Saturday when they gave the University lads a 99 2-3 2 6 1-3 setback.
Bob Carter continued to set
the pace, as he accumulated a
total of 15 individual points, winning two firsts, one second, and
tying for another second. Captain Mac Folger finished ahead
in tooth the hurdle events, while
McCoy, an unknown, came to the
forefront by placing first in the
100 and 2 20-yard dashes. Fiester Tribble earned nine points
with three second places.
Patronize Tiger Advertisers

(Continued from page one).

Group To Attend Conference
At Camp Long On April
demonstrated by a picked warstrength company at noon Thurs24th and 25th
day.

THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1936

CARTEE ATTENDS ARTS
EXHIBITION THIS WEEK
Last Sunday morning Professor E. F. Cartee, in charge of
warp preparation and knitting
at the Textile School, left for
Philadelphia to attend the Knitting Arts Exhibition to be held
there all this week.
While there, he will visit the
Philadelphia Museum of Arts
and Sciences. He will also make
a tour of the various knitting
plants in that vicinity.

High School Boys
eet Here Friday
(Continued from page one)
school which aggregates the most
points.
It is expected that each school
will be represented >by six boys
and one faculty member. All of
the schools attending are members of a state-wide High School
League, which has sponsored
similar contests for three years.
The members of the General
Committee responsible for the
planning of the contest are: Prof.
Tate, chairman, and Professors
Booker, Asbill, Brock, Cartee,
Gage, Harris, Klugh, Marshall,
Philpot, and Wilson.

The Clemson College 4-H Club
McCoy Inspects
Major Frank L. McCoy of
elected its officers for the coming year at its regular meeting Greenville will again serve as
Tuesday night, April 7. J. W. inspecting officer and will perJones was chosen President to sonally examine college and R.
succeed W. A. King.
O. T. C. equipment Wednesday
POWELOi TRANSFERRED
Other men chosen during tne and Thursday mornings. Major
J.
E. Powell, textile graduate
meeting were, Vice-President, O. McCoy wil also quiz men in every
H. Folk; Secretary and Treasurer phase of their theoretical train- In 1935, who was formerly with
J. R. Huff; Interstate Secretary, ing, both in the classroom and the Calloway Mills at LaGrange,
Georgia, is now witla the VictorEdwin C. Clayton; and SCTIU.J, on the drill field.
Monai*han Company, Greenville,
Harris L. Beacfr
War Problem
S. C.
Short speeches were made by
The war-strength company unboth the old and new officers, der the comand of Lieutenant unit is composed
of platoons
and plans were made to attend Col. M. C. Chapman is to pre- from A, H, and K companies unthe 4-H Club Conference to we sent a problem in advance guard der the command of Captains S.
Gasoline will win the next
held at Camp Long, Aiken, on action on terrain in the vicinn.,y M. Orr, O. L. Gurley, and W. B. war, according to Dr. Merrell R.
April 24-25.
of the Clemson Golf ('ourse. The Yarborough.
Fenske of Penn State.
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